
Department proceeds to obtain quotes. Keep an eye on 

the supplier's terms and conditions in case there are 

unfavorable supplier's terms and conditions that Central 

Procurement needs to review (Refer to step U). 

Department also proceeds to obtain details from the 

supplier including Certificate of Insurance, and 

Procurement Conflict of Interest Form (if it applies). 
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Software/IT Services Procurement Current State Process Map AS OF 05/07/24

START

Requester determines the software/IT 

services they want to purchase

Will the supplier have 
access to UCI data or 

systems? Will the supplier 
collect data on UCI's 

behalf?

Will the supplier have 
access to UCI data or 

systems? Will the supplier 
collect data on UCI's 

behalf?

YES

The department purchasing contact 
enlists the assistance of the Unit 

Information Security Lead (UISL) to 
assist in completing the OIT Supplier 

Security Questionnaire.

The department purchasing contact 
enlists the assistance of the Unit 

Information Security Lead (UISL) to 
assist in completing the OIT Supplier 

Security Questionnaire.

NO

PROCEED TO PROCURE 

If the supplier will not have access to UCI data or systems or not collect data 
on UCI's behalf, the department does not need to submit an OIT Supplier 
Security Review. However, the department should explicitly state in the 

Explanation box of their requisition or PCDO document that the supplier does 
not have access to UC data or systems or not collect data on UCI's behalf. 

Then, department can proceed with their purchase. 

PROCEED TO PROCURE 

If the supplier will not have access to UCI data or systems or not collect data 
on UCI's behalf, the department does not need to submit an OIT Supplier 
Security Review. However, the department should explicitly state in the 

Explanation box of their requisition or PCDO document that the supplier does 
not have access to UC data or systems or not collect data on UCI's behalf. 

Then, department can proceed with their purchase. 

If OIT Security determines a full review 
is needed, OIT Security sends a detailed 

questionnaire through their system, 
OneTrust, to the department 
purchasing contact. Once the 

department purchasing contact 
submits the additional details via 

OneTrust, OIT Security determines 
which OneTrust questionnaire to send 

the supplier to complete. Some 
suppliers will not provide their data 

security policies or procedures without 
a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) in 
place.  The department purchasing 

contact must contact Central 
Procurement at contracts@uci.edu to 

assist with the NDA, adding more 
completion time to the process. The 
completion time for an OIT Supplier 

Security Review depends on how 
quickly and thoroughly the supplier 

responds. 

NOTE: The following process map is for submitting Software/IT Services Procurement requests to Central Procurement. This 

process map also highlights a few key issues that departments must address prior to submission of the requisition including, but 

not limited to, competitive bidding, data security, privacy, and insurance requirements. 

Roles:

Requestor: Person requesting the order.

Department Purchasing Contact: Completes and/or prepares the software/IT services procurement request information for review 

by Department Approver based on information provided by requestor. 

USIL: the Workforce Member assigned responsibility for tactical implementation of IS-3 and the coordination and oversight of 

information security activities within a Unit.

OIT Security: Services that provide security, data integrity, and compliance for institutional activities. Includes identity and access 

management, security consulting and educations, incident response and investigation, and security policy and compliance.  

Privacy Office: Privacy consists of an individual's ability to conduct activities without concern of or actual observation and the 

appropriate protection, use, and release of information about individuals.

Central Procurement: Contracts Team prepares agreements consistent to OIT Security's recommendations in the Risk 

Assessment. 

Risk Services: Risk Services addresses the University’s liability, financial, operational, compliance and reputational risks. 

Campus Counsel: Campus Counsel advises on legal issues. 

A

B

D

E

C

  
If an OIT Supplier Security Review is needed, the department purchasing 

contact submits the completed Supplier Security Review Questionnaire to 
securityreviews@uci.edu. OIT Security will respond with a finding of one 
of the four Protection Levels. If the service or purchase uses personally 

identifiable information, then the Privacy Office has interest in the 
safeguards and reviews the supplier information accordingly.  

  
If an OIT Supplier Security Review is needed, the department purchasing 

contact submits the completed Supplier Security Review Questionnaire to 
securityreviews@uci.edu. OIT Security will respond with a finding of one 
of the four Protection Levels. If the service or purchase uses personally 

identifiable information, then the Privacy Office has interest in the 
safeguards and reviews the supplier information accordingly.  

F

Does OIT Security and 
Privacy determine UCI 
data use case as "low-

risk"? 

G

YES

PROCEED TO PROCURE (No further action is needed for OIT's clearance)

 The department purchasing contact determines if the purchase meets the PalCard requirements or if a KFS requistion/
PO is needed and proceeds with the purchase.  If KFS requision/PO is needed, the purchasing contact submits a 

requisition in KFS with all required documentation (Small Business First, Uniform Guidance, Federal Funds 
documentation, order form, agreement, etc.). In addition, the department must attach OIT’s ServiceNow ticket that 

identifies the order as low risk to the requisition/PCDO document. 

H

I

NO

Has the supplier 
provided all the 

required 
documentation? 

J

YES

OIT Security completes its review and issues an OIT Security Risk 
Assessment.  During this process OIT Security also solicits the feedback of 

the Privacy Office if personal records and data classification levels are 
involved. The OIT Security Risk Assessment notes if the supplier maintains 
the UC required insurance, mentions any privacy or security concerns the 

department needs to address, and includes recommendations for including 
special terms in the agreement with the supplier (such as Appendix DS with 

Exhibit 1 filled out). 

NO

END

If the supplier is not willing to provide a meaningful 
response, OIT Security/Privacy notifies the department that 
purchasing from this supplier is not an option until the OIT 

Supplier Security Review can be completed. If this is the only 
supplier that can provide the service, then follow the 

exception approval process (Go to Step W.). K
L

Does OIT Security Risk 
Assessment recommend 

proceeding with this 
purchase?

M

NO

ALTERNATE SUPPLIER OR ALTERNATE PATH FORWARD NEEDED
OIT Security/Privacy notifies the department about their recommendation not to 
proceed. The department purchasing contact can contact OIT Security or Privacy 

Office to determine if the issues can be resolved some other way.  If not, the 
department should identify a different supplier.  If this is the only supplier that can 
provide the service, then follow the exception approval process (Go to Step W.). 

 

YES

The department purchasing contact 
submits the KFS requistion with all of the 

required back-up 
documentation requested in the Risk 
Assessment, as well as other required 

back-up documentations (Small Business 
First, Uniform Guidance, Federal Funds 

documentation, order form, agreements, 
etc.)

Have acceptable terms been negotiated? NO

The purchase goes through the exception approval process. 
Central Procurement will advise the department of the option 

for escalated review and send a form. As part of the 
exception approval process, each subject matter area (OIT 

Security, Privacy Office, Risk Services, and Campus Counsel) 
provides their feedback and recommendation on a form 
routed via email to the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO).

 Central Procurement routes the next level review form to the 
VC of DFA, VC of IT, and Chief Campus Counsel. Please refer 

to the Escalation Process Map.

N

O

U

Is all required back-up documentation 
included in the requisition?  

P

PROCEED TO PROCURE
Central Procurement prepares an agreement 

consistent with OIT Security’s recommendations and 
helps with the execution of the agreement. 

Q

Central Procurement follows up with the 
department to try and obtain the missing 

documentation.  

R

Does the supplier agree to UC insurance, 
indemnity, limitation of liability, confidentiality, 

termination, and data breach remediation 
requirements? 

S

YES

 Central Procurement enlists the 
assistance of OIT Security, Risk 

Services, Privacy Office and Campus 
Counsel in negotiating 

the agreement.

NOYES

Does the CPO 
recommend the 

purchase? 
YES

If CPO does not recommend the purchase and the 
department insists on moving forward, the 

department is offered the Escalated Review Process.  

Does the department 
insist on the Escalated 

Review Process?

NO

END

The purchase is disapproved and the department looks for a 
different supplier.

NO YES

NO

T

W

X
Y

Z.1
Z.2

YES

PURCHASE COMPLETE
Central Procurement uploads the executed agreement to 

the PO, and approves the PO. 

V

Z.3

https://www.procurement.uci.edu/_files/documents/contracts/forms/conflict-of-interest-form-web.pdf
https://www.procurement.uci.edu/_files/documents/contracts/forms/conflict-of-interest-form-web.pdf
https://www.security.uci.edu/program/classification/protection-levels/
https://www.security.uci.edu/program/classification/protection-levels/
https://www.security.uci.edu/services/supplier-review/questionnaire/
https://www.security.uci.edu/services/supplier-review/questionnaire/
https://www.security.uci.edu/program/classification/protection-levels/
https://www.security.uci.edu/program/classification/protection-levels/
https://www.security.uci.edu/program/classification/protection-levels/
https://www.security.uci.edu/program/classification/protection-levels/
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